Dear Friends of Possibility Management,

The importance of study – reading new ideas, learning new Possibilities, hearing legends of other people’s journey on the Path – becomes more and more central to restoring your grip on sanity. Gigantic forces are at work trying to diminish your human capacity for sense-making. If you give up deepening your skills, they win... they get to define what is real for you. They get to tell you how the world works.

Making Time to read deeper than Instagram messages equates to respecting yourself more than modern culture respects you. Dare you do this? Won’t
people think you are a ‘bookworm’? Are you still worried what other people think?

For decades those of us who love Possibility Management have searched for both fiction and nonfiction books that empower a Possibilitator. We share our favorites with you at the Possibility Books website (http://possibilitybooks.mystrikingly.com) and we share the books amongst ourselves in the Possibilitator Library (http://possibilitatorlibrary.mystrikingly.com).

Today we are overjoyed to announce the release of the revised and updated Conscious Feelings book by Clinton Callahan. (Until October it is only available from the publisher.)

The original Directing The Power Of Conscious Feelings was published in June 2010. Twelve years have elapsed since then – fantastically rich discovery years, with new Thoughtmaps crafted, new Distinctions hacked, new Processes and Experiments developed. The pain of offering outdated and incomplete information in the original book grew. Then the original book sold out!

This opened the door for Clinton to spend three months re-writing the manuscript from start to finish so as to include all that had changed, all that had been discovered. Every word of the book was revisited. The result is worth celebrating and is now available!

Imagine not sensing your 5 Body… Imagine not knowing about Gremlin Transformation, or Adult Egostate Decontaminations… Imagine not getting it about White Widow, Grey Widow, or Black Widow… Imagine not finding your way into the Archetypal Domains with Maps for 5 Body Intimacy Journeys… All these are in the new book, along with clear instructions for 73 Matrix-Building Experiments, each with its Matrix Code for registering in the StartOver.xyz game!

Conscious Feelings is a treasure-chest full of Thoughtware for Archiarchy. Think of how many people might enjoy this wealth of new ideas for a Christmas present! Think of where you can leave a copy of Conscious Feelings at a favorite Café where people come to refresh themselves with new perspectives. Think of which ‘thought leaders’ lack Archiarchal Thoughtware – what if you sent it to them? Consider holding a Study Group to read Conscious Feelings together with your friends.

Try to remember when you first learned that there is a difference between Feelings and Emotions, how much that changed your life. Think back on your first low-level Feelings Experiments and how exciting it is to discover that you can lower your Numbness Bar and start using the practical intelligence and energy of Low-Level Feelings. How many of your friends and colleagues are still without this Clarity in their daily lives and relationships? What needless
pain do they still create and suffer for themselves? Each book you place out there is a Golden Ticket to a new world!

We hope that you are as excited as we are about this updated opportunity!

To check out additional Possibility Management related books – in English and in German – please visit the Museum Of Possibility Management (http://museumofpm.mystrikingly.com).

We wish you exciting reading!

Love from your PM News Team
BUY THE NEW ‘CONSCIOUS FEELINGS’ BOOK

Possibility Creation Village - Telegram Group is **where you** ask for and give Possibility, share your research, and celebrate your gold. Great collaborations and projects were born there. Join at this Telegram link: https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHlcSDlCv

Emotional Healing Process Collaboration - Telegram Group is a thriving gateway platform to ask for, provide, and witness Emotional Healing Processes at any time of day or night thanks to the global Team of EHP Spaceholders. Join with the following link: http://t.me/joinchat/WC5Px3vhJLPGu-Cz

Possibility Management Events - Telegram Group is where you have access to the latest PM-related Events by Possibilitators from around the world as well as offering your own Events where you deliver your Nonmaterial Value. https://t.me/+QdJfMBzKCvDb-MRD
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